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Minutes of a meeting of the FPS Safety, Plant and Operations 

Committee held online via webex on 12th November 2020  
       

  
Minutes 

 
In attendance:         

Simon Jones (Chair) Keller 

Lee Cain (Vice Chair) Keltbray 

Craig Anderson (CA) Soilmec 

Andrew Davison (AD) Keller 

Shaun Davison (SD) Keller 

Joseph Forsyth (JF) JRL Civil Engineering  

Phil Hines (PH) Bachy Soletanche 

Peter Kerr (PK) Dawson WAM 

Pat McKay (PM) FK Lowry 

Malcolm Mearns (MM) Bachy Soletanche 

Colin Newman (CN) Central Piling 

Paul Smith (PS) RBL 

Hugh Sloan (HS) RBL 

Robert Speakman (RS) Aarsleff 

Brian Watson (BW) Bauer Technologies 

Colin Williams (CW) BBGE 

  

Present:      

Ciaran Jennings (CJ) FPS Secretariat 

Isabel Jennings (IJ) FPS Secretariat 

Melissa Bramley (MB) FPS Secretariat 

 

No.  Topic   

1. Welcome from the Chair and Vice Chair 

PH noted Bob Speakman had stepped down as Chair, and welcomed the new 
Chair, Simon Jones from Keller, and Lee Cain – Vice Chair, Keltbray. The Chair, 
Vice Chair and FPS Secretary will meet once a month to discuss the topics 
raised and progress actions.  

PH formally acknowledged the work that RS had put in over the years to the 
Safety & Training Forum and latterly the OPS group and thanked him for leading 
them and making important headway on a number of safety issues.  

SJ thanked PH for the introduction and to everyone for joining the meeting 
stated it was his view the group would progress decisions, which will require 
engagement from around the table. 

Apologies were received from Andrew Egglesden (Bachy Soletanche), James 
Blackwell (Martello), Steve Hadley (Central Piling), Gary Levers (Van Elle), 
Mark Lee (Abi Equipment), Chris Howell (R&A), Adrian O’Rourke (FK Lowry) 

 

 

2. Approval of the Minutes of the meeting held on the 17th September 2020 

The minutes were approved by SJ and seconded by RS 
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3. Matters Arising 

i) PSSSTS Course:  

CJ gave an update to state there are not any active trainers to deliver the course 
– previously CW (who is heavily involved with HS2) and Wesley Lees who has 
retired. 

CJ stated it does not appear there is an immediate solution to the issue, and if 
individuals have PSSSTS certificates they have been extended, in line with 
Build UK’s advice until January 2021. 

PH stated BSL have not been putting their own staff through PSSSTS, but Sheet 
Piling have been in touch to request an update to the qualifications, but no other 
FPS Members have trained staff through the course. 

Everyone agreed the course has been sporadic, but if there had not been a 
PSSSTS course running, the second option would be to take the generic 
SSSTS course that is widely available.  

PH asked what was missing from the SSSTS course that needs to be included 
in a Piling Specific course.  

RS stated the course never really took off across the board, due to the 
availability of the Trainers. CJ said the course was organised on demand and 
was therefore ad-hoc as six attendees were needed usually in order to cover 
the costs. RS stated the topic areas of the course were focused specifically on 
piling and the effects the training can have on those who operate within piling. 

SJ asked if the consensus should be to drop the course, or whether there is a 
consensus the SSSTS would be sufficient as courses are held across the 
country 

CW stated said there are some companies that favour the course, whereas 
others favour the SSSTS. 

HS from an RBL perspective it would be more convenient to hold training locally 
(i.e. SSSTS course). 

A discussion ensued on the use of a presentation instead of a face to face 
specific course.  

CW stated the previous course relies on interaction and feedback, and any 
virtual course would have to be broken into meaningful models to be delivered 
effectively. Some components could be delivered via a webinar, but the 
behavioural safety element is based on interactive communication. CW closed 
by stating he did not feel it would be wholly suited to a virtual course. 

SJ stated he felt perhaps this course should be held back for the time being and 
encourage individuals to take a locally available SSSTS course instead. 

Action: All to check with their organisations as to whether the course does 
need to be run or whether we should revert to what is more publicly 
available. 

 

ii) Fatigue Science  

CJ stated a report was created by Fatigue Science, which will be circulated in 
due course.  The findings were the effects of fatigue increase over the course 
of a week and those travelling long distances to get to site were more subject 
to fatigue than others. Those who participated in the study developed their 
awareness of fatigue levels and were then taking appropriate lifestyle decisions. 
There are options for member companies to continue using the technology. 

CJ stated the report will be shared with this Group and with the Executive 
Committee, and discussions will ensue around the themes of the report to 
alleviate the effects of fatigue, for example reviewing shift patterns. A summary 
of the report will be shared at the Quarterly Meeting in February. 

IJ mentioned she had received a pricing proposal from Fatigue Science for any 
companies who wished to continue monitoring their data.  
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Action: FPS Secretariat to circulate the report when it’s available, and the 
pricing data for any organisations who wish to continue with their own 
study 

Action: Add the report to the agenda for the next Quarterly meeting 

 

iii) USAG – Utility Strike Avoidance Group 

RS stated he had been working with the AGS and the BDA to look at Service 
Strike avoidance, particularly the idea to make signing up to the Charter 
mandatory for members and Associations. 

RS stated there are some fairly large Associations y who have already signed 
up to the Charter, but wondered thoughts from the Group on the Charter, and 
the commitment to sign up to it. The USAG group were looking for clarity from 
the FPS on where the responsibility is placed for service location and 
identification and asked if there was a clear confirmation on where the FPS 
stood on the matter. 

PS stated he had reviewed the Charter, and noted some large organisations 
had signed up, but wondered if those who have signed up are following through 
when they are on site. Paul raised thoughts on whether the responsibility passes 
down the chain to those who are employed to complete these pieces of work, 
but Paul confirmed it is a good tool to use with customers to ensure they are 
discharging their responsibilities properly. 

PH urged the group to read the Charter carefully and stated he did not believe 
BSL would be in a position to sign the Charter as it stands, as normally the 
responsibilities for undertaking the checks are passed to others and the Charter 
states the undersigned will undertake the work.  

SJ requested everyone consult the Charter in conjunction with their 
organisations and feedback at the next meeting.   

Action: RS asked if everyone could feed back to RS before the end of 
November, due to the next meeting of working group taking place at the 
end of December. 

 

iv) Reinforcement Suppliers Audit 

CJ gave an update on the matter, stating some time ago the FPS invited 
Reinforcement Suppliers to join the FPS as Associate Members, providing they 
went through an Audit process, to look to establish an Industry Standard.  

CJ mentioned Nick Thomas at Bauer had pulled together an audit schedule, 
and FPS Member auditors had been reviewing and they had started creating   
an audit standard with a view to carrying out a trial audit at RBL.  

CJ asked the group if it would be possible to move to an industry standard for 
what is needed from reinforcement suppliers. He noted that currently Members 
tend to have differing ways of procuring and setting out their requirements. He 
noted that it would be beneficial to suppliers if this could be standardised. 

CJ asked if the group felt this could be done, and whether there are a generic 
set of requirements for requisitioning reinforcement cages.  

SJ asked the group if the requirements are substantially different between 
projects. Shaun Davison stated the are a lot of variations, but there could be a 
common standard across some things.  

AD stated the requirements are generally job specific but lifting points on cages 
are a big demand currently, ensuring they are certified and fabricated correctly, 
with evidence to prove this. 

No firm conclusion was reached. 
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4. Plant Sub-Groups 

i) Restricted Zones 

MM stated 4 or 5 photos had been received, but further photos were required 
to illustrate the document. MM mentioned there had been a meeting earlier in 
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the day, and various FPS Members had fed back on the Guidance document, 
which he shared with the group during the meeting.  

MM said the initial discussions had focused on the intentions of the booklet, 
which was originally on minimum standards, but the group had moved away 
from using the term and had agree the booklet was best practice guidance and 
recommendations, but with pre-requisites they expect Members to adhere to 
(e.g., barriers). 

MM mentioned the fundamental question was to name this a Restricted Zone, 
rather than an Exclusion Zone, as individuals do need to enter the area to 
conduct specific piling activities to continue work on site.  

MM mentioned the emphasis was on the fact that arrangements need to be 
managed to suit the specific site conditions ensuring that not only are people 
prevented from entering the high-risk zone, but that visibility and communication 
between the piling crew are optimised, with a note that other fixed boundaries 
such as site hoarding, and buildings can form part of the barrier for the restricted 
zone.  

MM stated the zones are split into Red, Amber and Green. Red indicating, “only 
enter when the machine is isolated”, Amber – “Enter with thumbs up to carry out 
specific tasks whilst machine working” Green “Area from which people should 
enter with thumbs up red zone and area for rig attendant to stand unless 
undertaking specific tasks ** Tasks currently TBC. 

A discussion ensued as to whether the amber zone was required, and the group 
agreed the Green Zone held the optimum standing position for the Rig Attendant 
to stand in prior to gaining the Thumbs up from the Operator.  

Action: All to send in further photos of Restricted Zones in place on sites 

MM said the group had held a discussion about the distances of the zones and 
asked if the Group felt the distances were workable.  

A discussion then ensued on access and the removal of barriers, how the zones 
were demarked. 

HS stated individual firms may address these zones in a different way. MM 
stated the aim is to get to a formalised standard that can be adhered to, but HS 
stated the constant removal of barriers may increase other issues. 

MM ran the group through the guidance on Driven piles and stated the zones 
should be the length of the pile plus two metres, due to the removal of the amber 
zone.  

CW said there is a strong view from the driven pile community, on where the 
barriers are to form the formal exclusion zone, and the general view was the 
restricted zone should be a sufficient working area in order to accommodate the 
lorry with the precast piles and an area where the precast piles can be loaded, 
but a dimension was difficult to agree on.  

MM asked for further comments.  

RS wondered if it was worth placing pictograms with associated plant equipment 
to state suitable working space would be needed for these.   

LC stated the diagrams are to highlight the areas and give an indication of where 
the barriers will be when the rig is in the working position. 

HS believed sites should have an allocated area of work and had a real issue 
with the barriers and these being moved around. HS stated at RBL they haven’t 
had any instances of trapping on their sites - and if a general document is 
created it could cause issues with clients. 

PH stated the barriers are for our people – local to the rigs, and disagreed, 
believing the zones will stop people standing in the areas where they should not 
be, when they do not need to be there. 

LC mentioned there is an expectation from a Principal Contractor there should 
be a restricted zone. 

PH stated that until there are alternative, operational ideas, these zones need 
to be in place.  
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Diaphragm Wall discussion 

MM asked for further comment on the presentation he shared. 

Crawler Cranes 

MM stated the amber zone would be removed, with the red zone included all 
the areas below the hook/load, and the mast during lifting activities, or as set 
out in the detailed lift plan if they were more onerous. 

MM closed the summary and stated there are concerns around other 
comments, and stated the book needs to be re-drafted, based on discussions, 
and further photographs were required as soon as possible.  

Action: All to send photos in the next fortnight – to the FCA sharepoint 
link. 

CW made a point on vibro-piling- and stated these businesses are not currently 
represented in the book, but need to be included, and MM agreed this would be 
added. 

ii) Concrete Pumps 

SJ gave an update on the matter, which he stated he and CN are sharing. A 
recent draft version of the document has not been circulated yet, but the 
Executive have asked for a guide on how to deal with blockages and 
obstructions and asked again for photos as to how sites are managed. The 
document will be specific in how we should all be working across the industry.  

Action: Photos of good practice as seen on site, preferably with restricted 
zones barriers in place, to be sent by mid-December 

 

iii) Rig Operator Training 

CW gave an update and stated the feedback from the CPCS has been positive, 
and so the review has taken place, and this can be reviewed in two years. 

CW stated there was a comment about the potential of having a ‘grab’ or 
hydrofraises category, but this would take some time.  The Group agreed there 
were small amounts of these operating in the UK at the moment. 

A discussion ensued on international workers who do not have CPCS cards.  

CJ stated the EFFC work in this area should result in a rig operator license that 
will work across countries. 

CW raised the point of Brexit and 1st January and employing operatives from 
Europe and gaining work visas to work in the UK. PH agreed the industry faces 
a major challenge, with individuals gaining work visas without a degree level 
qualification. BW stated piling categories within the immigration system do not 
currently exist.  

CW stated he would speak to the NOCN and look at a way of using the crawler 
crane categories to capture grab and hydrofraises, which would be a 
mechanism to display to the UK Government for individuals to take courses in 
the UK. 

A discussion ensued on gaining degree level qualifications 

Action: The FPS to work with Build UK and HS2 to lobby Government to 
allow for special dispensation to ensure skilled operatives are able to be 
employed in the UK.  

Use of simulators 

CW stated there is a draft level 1 standard for the use of simulators which has 
been written for Bored rigs. CW mentioned a further draft standard for the grabs 
and hydrofraise exists, but the next step will be to test the scope of the 
simulators against the scope of the standard, to then formalise the training via 
CITB. 

CW mentioned he is trying to put in place a formal qualification with the CITB to 
demonstrate to customers that formal instructor training has taken place in a 
structured way and enable us to say with confidence that individuals have had 
structured training. CW mentioned currently there is a huge void of training 
individuals on site, which can be objected to by principal contractors. BW stated 
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concerns on the use of simulators, and CW stated the use of the simulators fills 
a gap but is not expected to replace having hands-on experience in a machine. 

PH stated BSL are working with BBGE on HS2 and are hoping to get the 
simulators up and running, and post COVID would encourage everyone to get 
involved in the use of the simulators. PH hoped the longer-term aim would be 
to place the simulators at CITA / Van Elle for all FPS Members to use. 

Action: CW to capture a video clip to be circulated of the simulators prior 
to the next meeting.  

iv) Manual Handling 

CJ stated the proposal at the previous meeting was to look at areas of manual 
handling that could be improved with automation to minimise the risk of injury. 

PH stated he believed the scope was previously to be centred around grout pan 
mixers, working to avoid back injuries, which are common when lifting cement 
bags, and the use of a vacuum bag, and BSL had been working with Keller to 
produce a document on this.  

MM shared a visualisation of the height adjustable scissor lift, an air lifting device 
and a conveyor-based system, all of which are under consideration.  

Action: BSL / Keller Operatives to publish and circulate document to 
members 

v) Mechanised Tool Handling 

CJ stated he needs to speak to Andy Egglesden to benchmark the current status 
of mechanising tool handling, in terms of surveying MD’s on how far along the 
road they are. CJ also asked where the problem areas are where mechanised 
solutions need to be found, and whether AE thinks there are further risky 
processes he feels need to be addressed. 

A previous document has been produced which is on the FPS website. 

Action: CJ to speak to AE 

vi) FPS Audit 

SJ and RS volunteered to look at the audit process and asked there were any 
further volunteers who wished to participate. 

CJ mentioned there will be representatives from each of the Committees to look 
at the entire set of audit schedules. 

SJ stated he will be speaking to Julie Parham for her suggestions. 

vii) Silica Dust WG 

CW stated he has been exchanging emails with GL to review the existing 
standards and create a to-do list and a list of tasks that create the dust. CW 
asked the Committee what the end result should be, as there are standards and 
guidance out there, which already exist.  

CJ stated he asked the Executive what they wished the document to address 
and it was to look at the documents that exist already, understand the activities 
that created the dust, and who owns the dust, and the control measures in place 
to reduce exposure to the dust. 

CJ stated GSS Piling do have a system that is being used predominantly in 
basement projects that could potentially be used on general piling sites and 
asked CW to liaise with GSS Piling. 

Action: SJ to put CW in contact with EFFC member with Jaap Estie 
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5.  FPS Website – Guidance due for update 

NGR Supercatch system (splicing and sonic document) 

MM updated the Committee to state he had received an email from Rob Gold, 
who mentioned he had been in touch with the Manufacturers, and is awaiting a 
formal response from a Cage Fabricator. 
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6. Quarterly Accident & Environmental Statistics  

IJ shared the latest statistics created in Power BI. IJ is still working on the 
accident frequency data which has been re-submitted by FPS Members.  

IJ stated this Quarter there were 12 accidents reported, four of which were 
HIPO’s, 1 a Dangerous Occurrence and 4 were RIDDORs, in comparison with 
the data for Q2, which were 10 accidents, 6 of which were RIDDORs. 

Most of the Q3 accidents were to hands and wrists, with two to legs and two to 
torso. Q2 also had the highest accidents as incidents to hands and wrists.  

The causes were similar to the last quarter, relating to errors in personal factors 
by far the most reported, and risk assessment was the same. The last quarter 
demonstrated the maintenance of a safe working environment was the highest 
causes. 

This Quarter showed fifteen Environmental accidents, mostly spills, and 
discharges from machine breakdowns, plus a lot of hose burst comments.  

There were two service strikes this Quarter, across different environments and 
differing survey levels, both incidents were high severity.  

SJ asked if further detail can be provided on the Accidents from previous 
Quarters and asked how the group felt about the amount of information in the 
report.  

CW stated he had been asked if there could be inclusion as to information 
gathered on the next steps of learning around the incidents.  

RS stated there has been a great improvement in reporting over the last 18 
months, and stated there is great deal more of work that could be undertaken 
on the data, and urged all to consider the further work on the information could 
take place. RS asked if the FPS could employ a Power BI expert to further 
manipulate the data to provide greater insight.  

Action: All to consider what they need to learn from the data 

CW stated the text around the incident is the most valuable part, and there may 
be underlying issues such as time of day the incident occurred, to enable an 
understanding of the event.  

SJ asked if a link or attachment could be added into the data, to open up further 
information and lessons learnt, to be accessible, for everyone to learn from one 
another within the Membership base. 

SJ asked why Members did not submit their information in advance to enable 
the FPS Secretariat to complete the statistics well in advance. CW stated there 
are issues in gaining the information internally as far in advance as possible. 

Action: FPS Secretariat to send out diary reminders to those who submit 
data to ensure respondents are reminded to respond in time 

RS stated if the data was added as live, perhaps this might be an easier 
process, as Ciaran suggested. 

SJ asked if the Group could input the data as quickly as possible in response to 
the incident, as the link is live, and ready to receive data.  

CJ suggested the Quarterly meetings should be used to raise awareness of the 
safety data, too 

Action: FPS Secretariat to add Accident Statistics to the next Quarterly 
Meeting agenda 

Action: IJ to investigate whether incident reports can be added as 
attachments to the data collection. 

CJ raised a point mentioned at the Technical Committee in reference to Sonic 
Logging, and the challenge from ARUP to provide data on Sonic Logging 
incidents, so this can be used to inform designers such as ARUP as to why they 
should not use Sonic Logging. CJ asked if Committee Members have any data 
on incidents of this kind.  
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BW stated there are safer alternative options, however, these are more 
expensive, but viable alternatives do exist.  

PH stated the Executive Committee are intent on a large push to change this, 
and the Technical Committee will need assistance too, particularly furnishing 
the statistics on accidents that have occurred as a result of the use of Sonic 
Logging.  

CW stated cages have often had to be modified to engineer away problem to 
prevent accidents, which will not be shown as part of accident statistics and 
wondered if it would be possible to retrieve information to highlight further the 
issues occurred by using Sonic Logging. 

Action: CW to find examples of where cages have had to be modified to 
prevent accidents 

Action: All to inform the FPS of HIPO’s and any near misses etc, to 
demonstrate the risks of the use of Sonic Logging, as far back as possible, 
by December 11th 

BW stated these accidents are occurring frequently, and suggested it seems to 
be difficult for the cage suppliers to create the cages in accordance with the 
requirements safely. 

LC agreed that whilst there can be manufacturing issues, he also felt significant 
damage can occur in transportation of the cage, and at a site level, and in some 
instances, it can be a result of thorough and rigorous checks not being carried 
out 
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7. Associate Member Questions 

There were none. 

 

8. Occupational Health & Wellbeing in Piling  

CJ stated the Fatigue Science report will feed into this topic when received. CJ 
also mentioned the implementation of the Occupational Health Charter into the 
FPS Audit for the next Audit round is taking place.  

 

 

 

9. Behavioural Safety 

SJ stated people had been invited to share presentations on Behavioural 
Safety, CJ confirmed nothing had been sent through. 

CJ mentioned he had raised the issue of the conflicting/overlapping Behavioural 
Safety programmes with Build UK. This is where main contractors or clients 
have their own programme, they expect the specialist contractor to go through. 
This can be confusing for site personnel who have already undergone their own 
company programme. Build UK had asked if the FPS would like to lead on the 
issue and form a standard that Build UK could issue, that would allow for 
recognition of different programmes where they already exist provided they 
included defined common elements. 

CJ asked the group what a set of requirements for a behavioural safety 
programme would look like.  

PH stated it is when working on an independent site which can create mixed 
messages, that the creation of a basic criteria of behavioural safety, on one side 
of A4. PH stated the document should be an ethos of what it should it be trying 
to achieve.  

Action: SJ stated he would circulate a document he had on the matter to 
use as a starting point. 
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10.  Environment and Sustainability Matters 

CJ reported the plan for the group is to focus on the road to Net Zero emissions 
and looking at low carbon concrete, but also looking at environmental impact 
from site e.g., sound, waste, water.  

The Group agreed to keep the item on the Agenda. 
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11. Training 

CW stated he had nothing further to mention on the card schemes.  

Training is proving to be an issue, maintaining competences due to sites 
operating but difficulties in offering courses due to lockdown, and this may 
provide issues at a later date.  

SJ mentioned Keller had been trying to back fill since March the issues of 
developing competencies.  

CW also mentioned CPCS have stated the extension of cards will not happen 
further. 

 

 

12.  Working Group Reports 
  

i) CPCS Management Committee 

CW stated last meeting occurred on 30th September, where the CPCS 
achievement letter was discussed, for those who pass a test – there is a gap 
between the card application and the receipt of the card. The centres are issuing 
letters, but some of these have been disputed by the Main Contractors. The 
system is now automated, and individuals should receive a card within 10 days 
of the completion of the card application.  

CW noted a further conversation took place on CPCS Industry roadshows, due 
to change of ownership and COVID, they are going to try to create a calendar 
of roadshows for 2021. 

Highways England Card 

CW mentioned a compulsory card has been introduced for all those working on 
site, as of 1st October, at a cost of £30, and there was debate about whether the 
card negates the need for a CPCS card.  

CW asked if anyone had experienced any issues. 

A discussion ensued on the value of the separate card.  

ii) Build UK Health & Safety Committee 

CJ reported he had been in contact with Build UK and had discovered a group 
that exists at Main Contractor level, and CJ is talking to Chris Doyle at Build UK 

iii) Thames Tideway H&S Transformation group  

It was agreed this should be removed as a standing item from the Agenda and 

should be replaced by HS2.  

iv) National Specialist Accredited Centre  

It was agreed this should be removed as a standing item from the Agenda 

v) EFFC Health and Safety Working Group 

SJ mentioned the Group had met recently, and the safety seminar is available 
to deliver at Universities if required. 

SJ also mentioned the EFFC Accident Investigation Training material is also 
available for Members who are interested in using this in house. 

The EFFC were also talking about issuing a Template for Safety alerts, and IJ 
mentioned this sits on the EFFC website. 

Action: FPS Secretariat to circulate the template  

SJ reported that EU funding is being sought to develop the international rig 
licence, and there is a Silica Dust group link with the EFFC which is looking at 
how to look to link the FPS group. 
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13. AOB 

Restricted Zones 

RS stated he believed a visual should be added considering the site 10 metre 
zone and boundaries – and challenged the Restricted Zones Working Group as 
to how it would be best to depict this.  

 

 

14. Dates of 2020/21 Meetings 

Meetings will be held via Webex for the foreseeable future. 

• Thursday 4th March 2021 

• Thursday 20th May 2021 

• Thursday 16th September 2021 

• Thursday 11th November 2021 

 

 

 

 


